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Featured Application: The proposed approach for estimating reference evapotranspiration allows
obtaining accurate approximations of this important crop parameter in an inexpensive way by
using moisture sensors, which can be translated to an optimization of water resources.

Abstract: One of the most important applications of remote imaging systems in agriculture, with
the greatest impact on global sustainability, is the determination of optimal crop irrigation. The
methodology proposed by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is based on estimating
crop evapotranspiration (ETc), which is done by computing the reference crop evapotranspiration
(ETo) multiplied by a crop coefficient (Kc). Some previous works proposed methods to compute Kc
using remote crop images. The present research aims at complementing these systems, estimating
ETo with the use of soil moisture sensors. A crop of kikuyu grass (Pennisetum clandestinum) was
used as the reference crop. Four frequency-domain reflectometry sensors were installed, gathering
moisture information during the study period from May 2015 to September 2016. Different machine
learning regression algorithms were analyzed for the estimation of ETo using moisture and climatic
data. The values were compared with respect to the ETo computed in an agroclimatic station using
the Penman–Monteith method. The best method was the randomizable filtered classifier technique,
based on the K* algorithm. This model achieved a correlation coefficient, R, of 0.9936, with a
root-mean-squared error of 0.183 mm/day and 6.52% mean relative error; the second-best model used
artificial neural networks, with an R of 0.9470 and 11% relative error. Thus, this new methodology
allows obtaining accurate and cost-efficient prediction models for ETo, as well as for the water balance
of the crops.

Keywords: reference evapotranspiration; moisture sensors; machine learning regression;
frequency-domain reflectometry; randomizable filtered classifier

1. Introduction

In agricultural sciences, the optimal determination of crop water needs over time is based on
measuring the soil water balance and the evaporative demand of the plants. The use of soil moisture
measurements was adopted as a suitable strategy for soil water balance estimation. Several methods
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for computing this balance were developed by different authors [1–3]. These techniques were applied
in agriculture to obtain the water needs in conjunction with other methods based on remote image
sensing. The ultimate objective is to provide farmers with information on the appropriate irrigation
volumes to apply in every phenological period of the crop, depending on the desired levels of yield
and other parameters. Different physical principles are applied to determine soil moisture, such as
gamma-ray spectroscopy [4], synthetic aperture radar [5], and others [6]. Furthermore, there is a wide
range of techniques for measuring soil moisture based on electricity, which are applied in geophysical
prospecting [7,8] and agronomy [9,10], among other areas. In these measuring techniques, capacitive
methods such as frequency-domain reflectometry (FDR) are included [11–13]. The accuracy of such
sensors varies due to the employed techniques and working conditions.

The key of these techniques is to model the relationships among soil water balance, crop yield,
and water use efficiency (WUE) in order to develop better semiarid crops and water management
practices [14]. In Mediterranean agriculture, particularly in the southeast of Spain, soil water
availability is one of the main limitations for the practice of an economically sustainable agriculture.
For this reason, using a suitable irrigation management is critical in the quantity and quality of the
obtained harvests. This involves the determination of crop water needs and an optimal irrigation
scheduling [15–19]. Although yield reduction is generally expected when crops are subject to limited
irrigation, a well-designed limited irrigation system can minimize the impact on yield and still lead to
grower profitability.

On the other hand, according to the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization )-56 methodology [20],
crop evapotranspiration (ETc) can be obtained as the product of the reference crop evapotranspiration
(ETo) and a crop coefficient (Kc). This Kc coefficient takes into account the development season of
the cultivated species, the type of irrigation (by sprinkler, trickle, etc.), and the cultivation techniques
(plantation density, pruning, etc.) [21]. Allen et al. [20] proposed Kc values for a great number of
species, in standard crop conditions; an adjustment of Kc is necessary when the actual conditions are
different from this standard scenario [22,23].

The infrastructure required for a direct measurement of ETc involves high-cost equipment such as
lysimeters and Bowen-ratio stations [24]. Therefore, this methodology is unacceptable for small farms.
However, both ETo and ETc can also be estimated indirectly, through their relationship with the values
obtained using other inexpensive sensors. For example, in the Penman–Monteith method [20], ETo is
estimated based on solar radiation, air temperature, humidity, wind speed, atmospheric pressure,
site elevation above sea level, Julian day, and latitude degree of the study site. Thus, the main
parameters of the soil water state (water content, water potential, and water balance, among others)
can be estimated in a cost-efficient way. This methodology is widely extended and used by farmers
because of its simplicity. However, it has the disadvantage of giving isolated measurements; in some
cases, the obtained parameters are not representative of the entire plot.

To overcome this drawback, remote image capture systems offer a promising alternative to
traditional water status measurements [25]. They can provide a snapshot of the whole crop over a
reduced period. The advent of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) offers an opportunity to develop
remote sensing-based methodologies for precision irrigation [26,27]; they are more affordable than the
costly systems based on manned aircrafts, and they provide higher spatial and temporal resolutions
than those normally offered by satellites. Various sources of remotely sensed imagery, with differences
in spectral, spatial, radioactive, and temporal characteristics, are applied to different purposes of
vegetation mapping [28].

Soil moisture sensors are also used to measure the content of water in the soil and provide an
estimation of ETc. For example, Sharma et al. [29] applied two different types of sensors based on
time-domain reflectometry and capacitance, to estimate the actual evapotranspiration of a greenhouse
crop of chili peppers. The final purpose was to reduce the amount of water needed, achieving
a reduction of 30%. Other works used soil moisture sensors as a direct way to define irrigation
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decisions, for example, in crops of tomato [30], turfgrass [31], citrus orchards [32], and other kinds of
vegetables [33].

All these facts suggest that it is recommended to combine the FAO-56 methodology with other
techniques based on remote images and measurements of the soil water state [34]. Efforts should
focus on developing new methods that are more robust, reliable, and sustainable [35,36]. In this paper,
the feasibility of estimating ETo using remote sensing techniques based on soil moisture sensors is
analyzed. The experiment was performed in a plot in the southeast of Spain, which is an arid zone with
a great shortage of water. The proposed methodology integrates different types of inexpensive sensors:
meteorological data (daily temperature and rainfall), soil moisture sensors, and irrigation volumes. In
order to estimate ETo from the sensor data with high accuracy, a comparison of some advanced pattern
recognition techniques is presented. The results of these models are analyzed in detail, selecting the
most accurate algorithm. Finally, this estimation of ETo is integrated with an existing methodology for
the computation of Kc using remote image sensing [37–39], thereby obtaining the daily water balance
to adopt the most adequate irrigation decision.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Acquisition

Data collection for this study covered a long period of more than one year, from May 2015 to
September 2016. The moisture sensing devices were tested in an experimental plot of 34 m2 located
in the Higher Polytechnic School of Orihuela (EPSO) of the Miguel Hernández University of Elche
(UMH), Spain. Crop rows had a north–south (N–S) orientation. A crop of kikuyu grass (Pennisetum
clandestinum) with total coverage of the soil was cultivated on this plot. This species of grass was
previously used by many authors in different studies on evapotranspiration (ET) [40], and it was
employed in our case as a reference model for directly determining the reference ET (ETo). According
to Allen et al. [20], the reference crop is “a hypothetical crop with an assumed height of 0.12 m, a
surface resistance of 70 s·m−1, and an albedo of 0.23, closely resembling the evaporation from an
extensive surface of green grass of uniform height, actively growing and adequately watered”. All
these characteristics are approximately met by the selected species.

The geographical location of the plot is shown in Figure 1. It has a latitude of 38◦4′10.17′′ N,
longitude 0◦59′6.81′′ west (W), and an altitude of 19 m above sea level. The climate in this region is
semiarid Mediterranean type, with mild winters and scarce rainfall.
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Figure 1. Location of the experimental plot in the Higher Polytechnic School of Orihuela (EPSO) of
the Miguel Hernández University of Elche (UMH), Spain, and the agroclimatic station of La Murada,
Orihuela. Aerial images were extracted from Google Maps.
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The soil of the experimental plot was loamy in the most superficial layer, with a water field
capacity of 0.27 m3/m3 and a permanent wilting point of 0.15 m3/m3. More detailed information of the
main soil characteristics is shown in Table 1. The employed irrigation water had an average quality,
with a slightly moderate electrical conductivity and a moderate content of total salts. The plot included
a pressure irrigation system with a programmer that provided optimal irrigation to the crop during all
the experiment, to meet the requirement of “actively growing and adequately watered”.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the soil in the experimental plot at different depths.

Property 0–10 cm 10–20 cm 20–30 cm

Sand (%) 45 61 75
Silt (%) 30 22 16

Clay (%) 25 17 9
Water field capacity (m3/m3) 0.27 0.22 0.18

Permanent wilting point (m3/m3) 0.15 0.12 0.08

The agroclimatic data for the study of the water balance were obtained from the website of the
Valencian Institute of Agricultural Research (http://www.ivia.gva.es/en), which uses information taken
from the climatic station of La Murada, Orihuela. This station has a latitude of 38◦10′51.8′′ N, longitude
0◦57′30.8′′ W, and it is installed at 96 m above sea level, as shown in Figure 1; the distance from
this station to the experimental crop is approximately 9.5 km. It is a Model 3 station, which is the
predominant scheme of the SIAR Network (Agroclimatic Information System for Irrigation) adopted by
the Spanish Ministry of Agriculture. This model contains a temperature–humidity sensor, a radiation
sensor, a wind speed and direction sensor, a pluviometer, and a datalogger. The main variables used in
the current research during the study period are shown in Figure 2, including the daily ETo, mean daily
temperature, daily rainfall, and daily irrigation by drip and sprinkler. The last two values were directly
obtained from flow meters in the experimental plot. The ETo values from the station were estimated
using the Penman–Monteith method [20], and the results were considered as the ground truth.

It can be observed in Figure 2 that daily temperature and ETo are highly correlated, although the
ETo cannot be simply deduced from the temperature. The highest values of temperature were obtained
in the summer months, from June to September, and the lowest values corresponded to the winter
months, from December to March, while the cycle of ETo was slightly displaced, with the highest values
from May to July, and the lowest from November to February. Regarding the water supply, it was
mostly uniform in the study period, although it decreased around the spring season, with irrigations
of less than 7 mm and only one every two days. The total rainfall in this period was 269 mm.

To measure the soil moisture in the study plot, commercial frequency-domain reflectometry (FDR)
sensors were used. These FDR sensors consist of several cylindrical rings located at four depths (10, 20,
30, and 40 cm) in an isolated gauge, with a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) access tube of type EnviroSCAN®

(Sentek Sensor Technologies, Stepney, Australia). Four of these gauges were installed spaced in the
plot during the experiment. Soil moisture data were collected every 5 min from 30 May 2015 to 30
September 2016. The sensors were firstly installed in the laboratory, where they were tested and
calibrated. Afterward, they were installed in the experimental plot. The data obtained from the sensors
were stored in data loggers, and then they were collected weekly.

http://www.ivia.gva.es/en
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Figure 2. Main agroclimatic and irrigation variables during the study period. The agroclimatic variables
were obtained in the station of La Murada; irrigation was obtained in the crop. (a) Daily values of the
temperature and reference evapotranspiration (ETo). (b) Daily values of the water supply by irrigation
and rainfall.

2.2. Data Preparation and Preprocessing

The information considered in the present research consists of the following variables: the measures
obtained from the four soil moisture sensors at four different depths; the daily rain, temperature, and
ETo measured in the agroclimatic station of La Murada; the amount of irrigation (by sprinkler and
drip) applied every day to the reference crop. Recall that the purpose is to estimate ETo using the
soil moisture sensors and agroclimatic data. In this way, the additional information required in the
proposed approach can be easily obtained using a thermometer and a pluviometer. The total amount
of information collected during the period of study contained more than 100 MB. However, some
sensors had failures on certain days, providing no information. Therefore, data preprocessing was a
very important preliminary step.

On the one hand, it has to be observed that moisture measurements were taken very frequently
(288 times per day), while ETo, rainfall, irrigation, and temperature were collected only daily. This
can be seen in the sample depicted in Figure 3. Therefore, for each of the four different depths of the
sensors, the daily median, average, and standard deviation were computed and used as input features.
This way, all the features had daily frequency. In total, there were full data available for 187 days.
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Figure 3. Sample values of the moisture sensors and agroclimatic data for a period of eight days from
26 June 2015 to 4 July 2015. The values of sensor 1 are shown in this plot. Depth 1: 10 cm; depth 2:
20 cm; depth 3: 30 cm; depth 4: 40 cm.

In the sample days shown in Figure 3, irrigation was done at approximately 8:30 a.m. every day.
At these moments, moisture sensors reached their highest values before quickly decreasing. The rate
of decrease was greater with a higher temperature and ETo, as seen in the days from 28 to 30 June 2015.
It can also be observed in Figure 3 that no irrigation was applied in the last two days; thus, the soil
moisture values continued decreasing, mainly from 12:00 to 6:00 p.m. on both days. To avoid the effect
of peaks in the regression algorithms, before computing the statistics, the logarithm of the measures
was firstly taken, and then the resulting values were normalized between 0 and 1.

Moreover, since many days were removed because of the missing data, another dataset was
generated to test the machine learning algorithms. In this case, we took into account that the
evapotranspiration, temperature, moisture, etc. of the crops were not the same throughout the day,
but they changed cyclically. Thus, this new dataset was obtained computing the same statistics (median,
average, and standard deviation) from the moisture sensors in periods of 6 h, instead of 24 h. This way,
for each day of the study, four different samples were generated: 0 to 6 h; 6 to 12 h; 12 to 18 h; 18 to
24 h. Some days presented missing data in these periods; thus, the total number of samples for the
187 days was 682 (i.e., 66 samples were discarded). Since the data of temperature, ETo, and irrigation
were available as the mean/total of each day, these values were the same for the four tuples created for
each day.

Finally, it was observed that moisture sensor number 3 was responsible for the most missing data.
In order to increase the number of available samples, a third dataset was generated. The procedure
was the same as in the second dataset, with four periods per day, but without using the data from
sensor 3. Consequently, in this dataset, the total number of samples increased to 930.

2.3. Regression Algorithms Used

In general, a regression method is a process to estimate the value of a numerical dependent variable
(the output) given a set of independent variables (the input). In machine learning, this regression is
not necessarily calculated by a mathematical equation, but by an algorithmic process. In our case,
more than 20 machine learning algorithms and variants were applied to train the regression models
for the estimation of the reference evapotranspiration, ETo, using the other attributes available: soil
moisture sensors at depths 1, 2, 3, and 4; temperature; rainfall; irrigation; day of the year. The last
parameter allows the algorithms to model the relationships between the season of the year and the
other variables.

Since the purpose of the present research is to select the most accurate regression technique,
a detailed description of all the algorithms tested would be outside the scope of this paper, and only
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the most relevant methods are briefly described. Three scientific tools (one commercial tool and two
free tools) were used to test the models before selecting the best one.

• MATLAB 9 (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used to validate the regression algorithms
based on artificial neural networks (ANNs), since it has a powerful ANN toolkit. Specifically,
the models used were classical multilayer perceptron ANNs [41]. These networks consist of
several input neurons (one for each input variable), one output neuron (the estimation of ETo),
and several hidden layers with some neurons per layer. Different configurations were tested in
the experiments.

• R 3.4 (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) is a free programming language and software environment
that is very common in scientific computation and statistical analysis. This tool was used to test
the algorithms based on support vector regression (SVR) and regression trees (RT). SVR is an
adaptation of support vector machines (SVM) to regression problems [42], where a number of
relevant samples are selected from the training set (the support vectors) to minimize the error.
Similarly, RTs are an adaptation of decision trees [43], where the intermediate nodes perform
decisions based on the input variables, and the terminal nodes contain the predicted output values.

• Weka 3.8.1 (The University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand) is a very popular, complete, and
free machine learning tool. It contains many classification and regression algorithms that were
included in this research. Some of the main techniques are as follows: linear regression; k-nearest
neighbors; Bayes networks; logistic regression; K* algorithm; locally weighted learning; rule-based
methods; different types of decision trees. Moreover, some meta-algorithms are included; these
are algorithms that use other algorithms as parameters. For example, it is worth mentioning
the randomizable filtered classifier (RFC) [44], a variant of the filtered classifier that applies an
arbitrary transformation to the input data, and then executes another base algorithm on this
transformed input. In this way, the regression accuracy could be greater in the filtered input than
in the original one.

2.4. Model Validation Measures

As already described, many different combinations of regression methods, variants, and
configurations were applied in the experiments to the available datasets. Their results were analyzed
using the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the obtained predictions for the test set. This error is
defined as

RMSE(m) =

√√
1
n
·

n∑
i=1

(y(i) − ym(i))
2, (1)

where m is a given regression model, n is the number of test samples, y(i) is the ETo calculated with
the Penman–Monteith method for the i-th sample, and ym(i) is the estimated value for that sample
using the proposed model m. This parameter is a common way to compare the accuracy of different
methods, where a model is better when its RMSE is lower. As an alternative, the mean absolute error
(MAE) can also be used to assess the accuracy of a method, which is given by

MAE(m) =
1
n
·

n∑
i=1

abs(y(i) − ym(i)). (2)

However, both RMSE and MAE by themselves are difficult to interpret unless they are compared
with a range of values for predicted variables. For this reason, the mean relative error (MRE) is another
good accuracy measure, since it considers the errors with respect to the ground-truth values. It is
defined as

MRE(m) =
1
n
·

n∑
i=1

abs(y(i) − ym(i))
y(i)

. (3)
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Finally, another frequently used measure is the correlation coefficient, R, that expresses the linearity
in a scatter plot of measured and predicted values of ETo. It can be computed as

R(m) =

∑n
i=1(y(i) − y)·(ym(i) − ym)√∑n

i=1(y(i) − y)·
√∑n

i=1(ym(i) − ym)
, (4)

where y is the average of y(i) for i in (1 . . . n), and ym is the average of ym(i) for i in (1 . . . n).

2.5. Remote Image System for the Estimation of the Water Balance

The ultimate goal of the present research is to predict the actual values of the crop
evapotranspiration, ETc, which is a part of the water balance equation [37].

∆W = P + I − ETc −D−R, (5)

where ∆W is the water balance of the crop of interest in a given period, P is the rainfall, I is the irrigation,
D is the drainage, and R is the surface runoff. According to the FAO-56 methodology [20], ETc can be
calculated as the product of the reference evapotranspiration, ETo, and a crop coefficient, Kc, which
is specific to the type of crop and its growth state. Therefore, the proposed method was designed to
be integrated with the remote image capture system presented in Reference [39] to create a complete
infrastructure for the computation of the water balance. Some sample views of this system are shown
in Figure 4 for a crop of lettuce (Lactuca sativa L) which was used as the crop of interest, while kikuyu
grass was used as the reference crop for the estimation of ETo.
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The integration was done as follows: firstly, the meteorological data (daily temperature and
rainfall), the soil moisture values and the irrigation of the reference crop, and the images of the crop of
interest were captured with the corresponding remote modules and transmitted to the local coordinator
node via XBee wireless connection [39]. A segmentation algorithm was applied to the images in
the coordinator node to separate plants and background [38], as shown in Figure 4c, obtaining the
percentage of green cover (PGC). Then, a regression model was applied to estimate Kc from the PGC,
as defined in Reference [37]. Additionally, using the present method, ETo was calculated for the
reference crop using the obtained data. Additionally, the estimation of ETc for the crop of interest was
given by Kc × ETo. The resulting value was applied in Equation (5) to compute the daily water balance
in the crop of interest and adopt the most adequate irrigation decisions.

3. Results and Discussion

The tests performed to obtain an accurate estimation technique of ETo using the moisture sensors
consisted of the application of all the machine learning methods described in Section 2.3. These
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methods were applied to the three datasets defined: (i) daily data; (ii) data at 6-h intervals; (iii) data at
6-h intervals but without taking sensor 3 into account. In all the experiments, the data separation was
80% samples for training and the remaining 20% samples for validation. Therefore, in set (i), there were
150 training samples and 37 test samples; in set (ii), there were 546 training and 136 test samples; in set
(iii), there were 744 training and 186 test samples.

The description of the experimental results is presented in two parts: first the comparison of the
different models, and then the detailed analysis of the best model selected.

3.1. Comparison of the Regression Models

All the machine learning algorithms studied have several configurable hyperparameters, which
were adjusted by trial and error to select their optimal configurations. The optimal configuration of the
regression models was as follows:

• In the case of the RTs, the algorithm used for construction of the decision trees was Classification
and Regression Trees (CART) [43]. Figure 5a shows a graphical representation of the tree obtained
for dataset (iii). It can be observed that the temperature is a very important variable in the
regression, combined with the average information of some sensors.

• For the SVR algorithm, the kernel function was a radial basis function, while the cost parameter
was 4, with a value of epsilon 0.03 and gamma 0.1. These values were obtained using the tune
function of R, which performs an optimization of the hyperparameters of the algorithm.

• The best architecture found using the ANN for dataset (iii) is shown in Figure 5b. In the three
datasets, the network had an input layer, an output layer with one neuron, and a hidden layer.
The ANN for dataset (i) had 10 hidden neurons, and the backpropagation algorithm was a scale
conjugate gradient; for datasets (ii) and (iii), there were 15 hidden neurons and the backpropagation
algorithm was Levenberg–Marquardt. In the training process, the datasets were divided into
training (60%), validation (20%), and testing (20%). In this way, consistency was maintained in the
comparison with the other regression methods.

• Regarding the regression models tested in Weka, in dataset (i), the best algorithm was M5 Rules,
while, for the other two datasets, the best method was the randomizable filtered classifier (RFC).
M5 Rules is an algorithm that uses a separate-and-conquer strategy to construct a list of decisions
or rules [45]. In the case of the RFC, the filter applied to the input data is a random projection to a
sub-space of less dimensionality, and the base method of RFC is the K* algorithm [46]. This K* (or
K-star) algorithm is an instance-based regressing method, where the estimation for a given input
is calculated from samples more similar to it, according to a certain similarity function (normally
using entropy-based distance functions). A global blend value of 15 was used in this algorithm.
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Table 2 shows the RMSE values obtained for all these regression models. In the case of Weka, only
the error of the best model is shown for concision; the rest of models produced worse results than
those presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Root-mean-squared error (RMSE) in mm/day, for the prediction of the daily ETo using the
different regression algorithms on the three datasets defined. RT: regression tree; SVR: support vector
regression; ANN: artificial neural network.

Algorithm (i) Daily Data (ii) Data at 6-h
Intervals

(iii) Data at 6-h
Intervals

without Sensor 3

RT 0.7000 0.6700 0.6600
Best Weka model 0.4973 0.3567 0.1829

SVR 0.5354 0.4994 0.4043
ANN 0.5481 0.3037 0.2972

Globally, the smallest error was obtained using Weka’s RFC algorithm with dataset (iii), combined
with the K* algorithm, achieving a very low RMSE of 0.1829 mm/day. Concerning the datasets, it can be
observed that the data with daily information led to very poor results in all the methods. The optimal
RMSE was almost 0.5 mm/day, using M5 Rules in Weka, which was equivalent to a relative error, MRE,
of 33.96%. Thus, this arrangement of the data was not adequate to produce good estimations of the
reference evapotranspiration. There can be several reasons for this fact. Firstly, the number of samples
of this dataset could be insufficient for most of the machine learning methods used. A much larger
number of samples could be necessary to improve the accuracy of the methods. However, this would
be difficult for practical use of this methodology, requiring too many days of experimentation (in our
case, after more than one year of data collection, the training dataset (i) contained only 150 samples).
Moreover, since the daily data accumulated information of the peaks and valleys of each day, the loss
of information did not allow producing good estimations.

Both datasets at 6-h intervals achieved better results for all the regression methods studied. This
indicates that splitting up the data had a positive effect in the accuracy. The number of samples was
more than 3 times larger in dataset (ii), and five times larger in the case of dataset (iii). The difference
between the results of sets (ii) and (iii) was negligible for the regression trees, SVR, and ANN. That
is, these methods were more robust to missing data due to sensor failures. However, for the optimal
method, RFC + K*, the RMSE was reduced to half by discarding sensor 3. This fact shows that, since
this method is an instance-based regression, the existence of erroneous or incomplete data had a bigger
effect on its accuracy. For this reason, it worked much better in dataset (iii).

The second-best method was the ANN, which achieved the lowest RMSE for dataset (ii), with a
value of 0.3037 mm/day, improving the accuracy of RFC + K* in this set. This was equivalent to an
MRE above 11.3% and an R of 0.924, which is also a very accurate result. However, the improvement
in the ANN upon removing sensor 3 was insignificant, reducing RMSE by only 0.0065. The results
of the remaining methods were always worse than those of RFC + K* and ANN. This proves the
complexity of the problem, indicating that the relationship between ETo and the input parameters
cannot be captured with a simple model. Furthermore, the other techniques applied in Weka, such as
linear regression, k-nearest neighbors, Bayes networks, and logistic regression, produced even worse
results. Figure 4a shows that temperature is a very important parameters, but there are other factors
not related to the temperature.

3.2. Accuracy Analysis of the Selected Model

As a result of the previous experiments, the optimal method selected for the estimation of ETo
using the moisture sensors and meteorological data was the combination of RFC and the K* algorithm.
Recall that this method consists of two steps: firstly, the input tuples are projected into a random
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subspace of lower dimensionality; then, the K nearest training samples to the input tuple are used to
estimate the value of ETo. In this subsection, the results of this method are analyzed in more detail
and compared with those of the ANN. The main accuracy parameters are presented in Table 3. These
measures used the dataset at 6-h intervals removing sensor 3.

Table 3. Root-mean-squared error (RMSE) in mm/day, mean absolute error (MAE) in mm/day, mean
relative error (MRE), and correlation coefficient (R) for the prediction of the daily ETo using the two
best regression algorithms, randomizable filtered classifier with K* algorithm (RFC + K*) and artificial
neural network (ANN).

Algorithm RMSE MAE MRE R

RFC + K* 0.1829 0.0899 6.52% 0.9936
ANN 0.2972 0.1521 11.03% 0.9470

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the ETo values estimated using the two best regression models
found, compared to the actual values obtained with the Penman–Monteith method in the agroclimatic
station of La Murada, for a random subset of evapotranspiration measurements in dataset (iii).
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method, and the generated predictions using the dataset at 6-h intervals removing sensor 3, applying
the two best models. (a) randomizable filtered classifier and K* algorithm; (b) artificial neural network.

The predictions in Figure 6a are clearly closer to the expected values than those in Figure 6b,
in coherence with the error measures. The regression line of the plot in Figure 6a corresponds to the
following equation:

y = 0.9518x + 0.1699. (6)

As indicated in Table 3, the correlation of the regression line is 0.9936. Finally, Figure 7 shows a
histogram showing the error distribution of the RFC + K* model for the same dataset. Most of the
errors were within −1 and +1, with almost no samples having a greater error.
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The accuracy measures prove that the proposed method is able to achieve a very precise estimation
of ETo, with an average error below 6.5% in relative terms. Thus, a good estimation of ETo can be
obtained with a cost-effective system that would only require moisture sensors and agroclimatic data.
Since the selected RFC method relies on subspace projections, we performed a principal component
analysis (PCA) of the independent variables. It was observed that, from the 43 input variables, the first
principal component (PC) accounted for only a 32% of the variance, and the second PC accounted for
13%. This indicates a high complexity in the distribution of the input data. A plot of the dataset (iii)
projection in these two components is depicted in Figure 8. The first 10 PCs were required to capture
89% of the variance.
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The predicted ETo values are very accurate compared to other estimation methods based on
meteorological information of remote imagery. For example, in Reference [47], ETo was estimated
using ANN and climatic data (solar radiation, maximum and minimum temperature, maximum and
minimum relative humidity, and wind speed) obtaining a weighted standard error of 0.3 mm/day.
The Penman–Monteith method was considered as the ground truth, finding that the error of a
lysimeter-based method was 0.74 mm/day. Although they used a different accuracy metric, the
obtained value was far from the 0.0899 mm/day MAE error achieved with our proposal. Another
technique using minimal climatic data (maximum and minimum air temperatures, extraterrestrial
radiation, and daylight hours) and ANN was presented in Reference [48], reporting a mean squared
error in the daily estimation of 0.356 (mm/day)2, which corresponds to an RMSE of 0.597 mm/day.
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Moreover, Glenn et al. [49] explored several methods of computing ETo using satellite imagery, ground
measurements, and meteorological data, observing values of relative root-mean-squared error in the
range 10%–30%; again, this is worse than our obtained MRE of 6.5%.

Nevertheless, we consider that more experiments are necessary to verify the excellent results
achieved by the proposed method. For example, since the data acquisition was only done in a
single configuration, it would be advisable to perform more experiments in different environmental
settings, with different climates, crops, ground types, etc. These factors could translate into significant
evapotranspiration changes, and this could affect the effectiveness of the generated models. However,
even in this case, the same methodology proposed in this article could be followed to obtain and
prepare the data, as well as to generate and compare the models.

Finally, it is interesting to observe that the presented model does not consider any prior expert
knowledge about the evapotranspiration computation, and it only uses generic machine learning
algorithms. Therefore, the application of the proposed methodology to a different environment would
be straightforward. It is likely that the results could be further improved in the future upon introducing
changes in the model to take into account this expert knowledge.

4. Conclusions

One of the main applications of remote image sensing systems in agriculture is the computation
of the optimal irrigation requirements of the crops. For this purpose, estimating the crop
evapotranspiration (ETc) is an essential and preliminary step, since it models the water consumption
of the crops. In this paper, we presented a new methodology to create precise models that are able to
estimate the reference evapotranspiration (ETo) of crops using moisture sensors located in the ground.
This estimation of ETo is then integrated with other existing techniques to calculate ETc using remote
images and ETo, such as that in Reference [38]. Through the analysis of the aerial images of the crops,
the percentage of ground cover is firstly computed, then the crop coefficient is deduced from it, and
finally ETc is calculated using ETo and the crop coefficient.

The obtained results indicate that it is possible to obtain a very accurate approximation of ETo
using only daily temperature, rainfall, watering and moisture data, and generic machine learning
methods. This can be compared with the standard Penman–Monteith method for ETo estimation [20],
which requires more climatic data, such as solar radiation, air temperature, humidity, wind speed,
and atmospheric pressure, in addition to elevation above sea level, Julian day, and latitude degree
of the study site. The high correlation coefficient found between both ETo estimations, over 0.993,
and the small mean relative error of 6.5% indicate that this method could be used as an effective
substitution of other more expensive solutions, such as lysimeters and Bowen stations, offering a
cost-efficient alternative.

As discussed in the paper, this proposal opens new opportunities to experiment with these excellent
results under different conditions, for example, in diverse environmental settings, with different
climates, varieties of crops, ground types, etc. The proposed methodology consists of obtaining the
datasets aggregated at 24- or 6-h intervals, applying different machine learning regression algorithms,
and selecting the optimal model and time interval. This procedure would be the same for different
conditions, although the best model and the optimal time interval could be dissimilar under those
conditions. Another interesting future line is to perform a direct estimation of the ETc of the crop of
interest using the moisture sensors, agroclimatic data, and remote image sensing. This would eliminate
the need to use a reference crop as a previous step in the process.
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